
Do You Need Quickly Deployable Labor for Machine Tending?

In today’s tight labor market, it’s increasingly difficult to find workers and keep them in
repetitive, dull jobs. With a quick ROI period, this solution frees up these workers to do more
complicated tasks that can’t be done through automation. The Cross automation team has
developed a  press brake tending solution as well as a CNC machine tending solution that
handshake directly with your equipment. Both are designed to operate the machine without
constant manual operator interaction. To learn more about these and other Cross Automated
Solutions, contact us today.

VIRALERT 3 is a cost-effective solution for taking
temperature while maintaining social
distancing.  It is an IR temperature monitoring
system coming in just under $5,000.

Indoor / Outdoor use: 50 - 120 degrees F
Accuracy +/- .9 F (still blackbody
calibration device)
One person at a time. Fixed distance of 3
ft away from camera (in line with FDA
guidelines)

Hit the "Easy Button" with a Cross Robotic End Effector
Control Kit

The Cross turn-key end effector control kit included everything you need to ensure that your
application with one gripper or one vacuum generator works properly -- except the end
effector fittings.  In addition, the kit is designed to prevent your load from being dropped or
released in the event you experience power failure. 

Our team is  here to discuss your specific application and determine if this kit is right for you.
Click below to learn more or contact us today.

Does Updating Your Obsolete Equipment Seem too
Daunting?
We realize that knowing the correct replacement for your obsolete equipment may be tough.
As your equipment nears the end of its useful life nothing is more frustrating than realizing the
part you need is no longer available. When this happens you don’t have time to research
which replacement part is right, that’s why our team of automation experts are here to help. 
We can help you to spec the right replacement and even kit the parts for you to make
installation a breeze.  Check out this example of how our team helped move a 300 plus axis
project from Yaskawa Sigma-II to Sigma-7. 

If you are ready to start replacing your obsolete parts, contact our team today.

Cross Company Covid-19 Safety Products

Monitor temperature without

slowing or stopping the flow of foot

traffic

Mobile hand washing station
suitable for indoors or outdoors

Personal protective equipment
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